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Letter From the Board...
To Our Readers,
Let’s face it, it’s been a long year and we haven’t been around. You guys, much like our families whom we
left behind, are owed an explanation.
We here at the Skidmo’ Daily have cultivated our visions of worse, more tepid satire through isolation
together this past in the Skidmo’ Bunker (Patent Pending) and lots and lots of potent hallucinogens.
Unfortunately, that couldn’t last forever. Eventually, we had to face facts. The bunker was leaking. The
only mushrooms left for us to eat were the ones growing on the water purifier, and those just gave us
dysentery. So, much like Moses descending Mount Sinai, so too has the Skidmo’ Daily returned bearing
sacred texts, if by “Mount Sinai” we mean ‘the bunker we funnel all of our budget into” and by “bearing
sacred texts” we mean ‘bearing all of the bombastic, passive-aggressive, and curiously sexual commentary on events from over the past year.”
As such, it’s our pleasure to introduce this jam-packed-2020-time-capsule-edition of the Skidmo’ Daily.
Remember when the US government killed that Iranian General last year? Remember life before the
pandemic, when things were bad, but not worse? Remember when TikTok wasn’t a thing? Remember
when every goddamn advertisement wasn’t about how Oreo or Pepto Bismol are here for you in ‘these
uncertain times?’
If you, dear readers, nodded your head to any of those things, then this edition is for you. These articles
were all written over the course of the past 12 months, from the week before spring break last year, all
the way up to this week.
We know you’ve missed us, and we’ve missed you dearly,
The Skidmo’ Daily

Top Stories of the Week
Skidmore Replaces Old WiFi with State of the Art Dial Up
Tom Brady’s Son Wears Mask to Prevent Covid and Herpes After Father’s Superbowl Win
Freshman Executed for Walking the Wrong Way in D-Hall
NPR Finally Recieves Enough Donations to Afford a Bigger Desk
How to Sign Back on to the Common App When Your School Inconveniences You Even a Little
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After Year-Long Break, Skidmo’ Daily
Decides to Continue to Churn Out Mediocre Content for Ungrateful Student
Body
by William Kertzman
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY – Well the moment almost
five people were waiting for at Skidmore is finally here.
After using the pandemic as an excuse to slack off and
really think about whether or not this whole thing is
even worth it, the asinine shitheads who collectively
decide to call themselves “the Skidmo’ Daily” have decided that the world just couldn’t go one minute longer
without a joke about someone’s father abandoning
them.
The decision comes after no mounting pressure was
building on the club to make a decision about its
future. Club spokesman and Danny Phantom background character, Will Kertzman, released a statement
on Friday that said, “my peers and I took a lot of time,
and I mean like close to a year, like an eat/pray/love
amount of time, to figure out whether anyone was
reading this thing. We asked around, found out just
how little of an impact we were making in the Skidmore community, and felt it was only right that we
continue to occupy space and use the college’s money
to print magazine editions dedicated to underclassman
fingering, and outdated drug references.”
It’s difficult to say at this time what the next move is for
the club, but we can confidently say that whatever it is,
it’s probably the wrong thing for them to do.
Hello Oscars? High Student In
Northwoods Performs Sobriety to Pet
Townie Dog
by Isaac DeMarchi

“I Guess I was Wrong,” Says
Self-Proclaimed ‘Introvert’
by Margaret Limone
EVERYWHERE, USA – Last Thursday afternoon at
approximately 3:30 pm, a young man, who chose to
remain anonymous for this story, made a life-changing
statement. To the shock and, in some cases, outrage of his
Twitter followers, the unnamed man came clean about a
lie he’s been living for years: he is not an introvert. According to the thread that followed, he explained that
in the past month of isolation and solitary confinement
due to Covid-19 he has realized that, though he enjoys
alone time, he actually does rely on human contact for
his happiness. This confession was met with a flurry of
controversy from both sides. One woman, Sharon Gregg,
a mother of two and full time PTA mom, had this to say
on the matter: “You know this is why parents shouldn’t
let their kids make such big decisions about this sort of
thing so young. Now he’ll never get back those years he
could’ve been out doing molly and having casual sex instead of inside reading a book.” The young man maintains
that he is grateful for this experience, as confusing and
difficult as it has been. Though he could not be reached
for comment, we were able to speak with a member of
the introverted community. 19 year old Skidmore College
student, Amanda Kurtz, made this statement: “It’s really
harmful to the community when stuff like this comes
out. I mean, it’s people like him that make everyone think
we’re all just trenders. It honestly really damages the
perception of both the public and young introverts who
might be afraid to accept who they are.” Despite the torrent of angry messages flooding the young man’s twitter,
there has also been an amazing amount of support and
love, praising him for his bravery. No matter one’s opinion on the matter, it must be admitted that it took a lot of
courage to come clean on such a difficult matter.

Wow, just wow. Junior Pysch Major Spencer McAllen performed one of the most breathtaking performances we
have ever seen before. At 2pm on the Northwoods Green Trail, the meaning of “acting” changed forever.
McAllen, midway between coming down from a trip from the night before and up from a blunt smoked alone
at the water tower, channeled a strength deep within himself to smile enthusiastically at a friendly St. Bernard
bounding a good 30 feet in front of his owner. Petrified by the sudden need to understand human interaction,
McAllen blending Neo-Classical and Meisner acting techniques to thrillingly engage in a polite facial expression
and a few light pets to the dog’s back.
Startled by his own poise while confronted by an intense audience, McAllen plans on pursuing a more
lucrative engagement in the theater by going to his next lecture on Oxy.
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Get the FACTS: COVID-19 FAQ
By Bella Finkel
Q: Can coronavirus be killed with a gun?
A: Yes! It is important to be heavily armed at all times in case of unexpected virus sightings or contact. AK’s are
most effective, but handguns may be used if other options are not available. Some desperate hospitals are even
resorting to crossbows and hand grenades.
Q: Can Corona Beer give you coronavirus?
A: Yes. Chance of infection by anything with the word “corona” in it is exponentially higher than controls. For
example, it is especially important to avoid contact with the outer region of the sun at this time. Bud light is also
highly dangerous and should be avoided at all costs.
Q: Will coronavirus give me male-pattern baldness?
A: Early research suggests not, though pre-infection baldness is known to increase the probability of severe illness, as is double-jointedness, bad fashion sense, and tax-exempt status.
Q: Is there coronavirus in space?
A: Cases of COVID-19 are being reported on the moon and have been unintentionally exported to several exoplanets. Astral worlds which imposed immediate and comprehensive travel restrictions remain unaffected. All
non-essential intergalactic travel has been postponed until further notice.
Q: How can I help stop coronavirus?
A: Satanic and astrologically based rituals, which can easily be conducted in the home, are useful for mitigating
community spread. Eating obscene quantities of canned cheese has not delivered conclusive results in a laboratory setting but is likely not harmful. Wishful thinking has not been shown to be beneficial for fighting coronavirus, though it remains the most effective cure for arthritis, carpal tunnel syndrome, and genital herpes.

BREAKING: Amelia Earhart Found, Just Chilliln’
by Justin Rizzi
LOS ANGELES -- Early this morning, Amelia Earhart was found in her old home in North Hollywood just like,
living and stuff. Huh, can’t believe we didn’t check there first.
Earhart, who supposedly went missing in 1937 attempting to fly her airport across the entire globe, suffered a
tragic accident that left her stranded in the Pacific Ocean. Over the last 90 years, there’s been many theories and
much discussion about what could’ve happened to Earhart. I guess she just swam back? I don’t know, that sounds
pretty stupid, but she’s like fine now, I guess.
When asked to sit down for an interview, Earhart said she was too busy just like living life and stuff. She, like,
buys groceries and goes to the movies now, I guess. Earhart will be turning 123 years old this July. We here at the
Skidmo’ wish her well, but hope she lets us know the next time she does something exciting.
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Men’s Fashion Tips That Say “I Have Crumbs In My Bed But Don’t Worry I Use
Febreze”
by Ian Chorlian
The world of fashion can be a daunting place to navigate for a young straight man like yourself that has not yet
learned how to take care of himself and is not willing to try. It is imperative that you dress to impress, but not so
much so that when you bring home a lucky lady she is scared off when she sees that you tend to snack on your
unmade sheets. Fortunately, there are some fashion changes you can make that will help you to convey your best
to those you want to impress, while not getting their expectations up too high because we both know that deep
down and also very much on the surface, you are an absolute slob:
Half-up man bun
This look will be handsome and trendy, with the added benefit of making you out to be a guy that listens to music no one has ever heard of. How quirky! Best of all, it will hide your mangey excuse for hair that you can only
be bothered to wash once a week with your Axe 3-in-one body wash, shampoo, and conditioner. Why waste your
time with different products and daily showers? Throw that mane up in a lazy bun and watch as the ladies flock
with compliments and admiration for this put-together style, while still maintaining relatively low expectations.
Tuck in your shirt
Nothing tricks someone into thinking “This person does at least the bare minimum in terms of hygiene and selfcare” better than the simple trick of tucking in your shirt. Maybe add some cuffed jeans to round out this “I take
care of myself in basic ways” look. A classic! Surely if you can take the time to pay attention to such a detail, you
would take care of the other aspects of your hygiene, right? That’s exactly what you want them to think! Those
fools will never guess that you haven’t washed those jeans in months because they’re jeans and they don’t need to
be washed and everyone else is just wasting their time. Remember: work smarter, not harder.
And that’s all! Since women have been conditioned to expect the absolute minimum from men in terms of hygiene, so long as you keep those two things in mind you’ll be golden! And, hey, maybe some of these ladies you’ll
inevitably attract will know how to use a vacuum ;)
Skidmore Equestrian Reminisces about Childhood Horse That’s Definitely Glue By
Now
by Isaac DeMarchi
When Alyssa Vanderbeek logged onto Facebook to secretly bully trans women for not passing well enough, she
hardly expected a memory to pop up on her timeline. Inspired, she penned a post to the oligarchical website.
“Look what Facebook just reminded me of!” She typed, as if none of us who still use the noxious conspiracy hole
have seen a memory before.
“Snowball taught me how to trot and jump, I’ll never forget when your knees almost gave out at my senior recital!!” Vanderbeek reminisced with a flurry of “crying laughing” emojis. “Though we had our ups and downs, I will
never forget all the things you taught me, including the weird, heavy breathing you would do if we rode you for
too long and your back was in pain.”
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Opinion: The Case for Cuckolding in The Time of COVID
By Will Kertzman
It’s no secret the pandemic is bringing out the worst in people. You see it everywhere you look, people getting
mad at one another for no good reason, people shaming one another for basic things like not wearing a mask or
not washing their hands after they take a shit and stick their fingers in your mouth. It’s insane. However I’m here
to make the argument that while we’re all being our worst selves, in an environment where we all accept that the
worst of us will inevitably come out, this is coincidentally the perfect time for our culture to embrace cuckolding
and allow cucks to roam free and unashamed of who they are.
Let me put it to you this way, if Donald Trump is allowed to get COVID and go riding around in an SUV while
he is highly contagious, subsequently infecting the secret service members in the car, I should be allowed to
bring a much more muscular man to my house to fuck my wife while I watch, THAT’S ALL I’M SAYING! If
we’re okay with people choosing to infect their relatives, people they work with, or random strangers at an
Ozarks lake party, I should be allowed to pay brawny men, who are here on very specific agricultural work visas,
to come to my house and fuck my wife in our bed while I watch and tape it. What I choose to indulge in has no
victims; therefore it’s much better than a lot of the choices people are making right now that are getting shame
but are also getting defended.
People on the internet are defending people who have COVID parties, the parties people attend to contract
COVID so they’ll develop herd immunity. If those masochists are supported by even a sector of society, then all
of America should have absolutely no problem with me going to the strawberry farm near my house, picking up
a tall, lumbering worker, bringing him to my house under false pretenses and then telling him once we’re in my
driveway that I want him to fuck my wife while I watch. He might say no, might say he’s married, I’ve heard it all
before, but ultimately they always come around once I make out a check to them for $1,200 or more. Is it financially debilitating? Yes. Is it worth every penny? Not really, I often cry in a fetal position once the sex is over as I
watch the tape of it. But am I going to stop doing it? Absolutely fucking not, and because I don’t plan on stopping
any time soon and because society has deemed it perfectly okay for people to give each other a deadly, novel
pathogen that has killed over a million people worldwide, I have absolutely no shame, and in fact demand some
respect for the fact that I am a cuckold and I hope that my bravery will bring more cucks out of the shadows
during this difficult time. Cuck on my brothers…cuck on.
Congratulations, You are One of Skidmo Daily’s Top Fans on Facebook! Now Get a
Fucking Life!
By Justin Rizzi
Woohoo! If you’re reading this, it’s because we want to thank you for your support. You’ve just been notified by
Facebook that you are one of our top fans here at The Skidmo’ Daily. Wow! We are so honored. We only have one
further request: Get a fucking life, loser.
What do you do all day? Scroll through Facebook looking for an article from your favorite satirical news source,
looking for just one laugh to fill the endless void that is your life? We’re sick of being used like that. Get a hobby.
Take up knitting. Learn to speak a new language. Volunteer at a food bank. Do something worth your time for
once and stop relying on us to distract you from your pathetic life.
When Facebook was invented, nobody envisioned shitheads like you who would spend all their time reading this
pointless crap instead of contributing to society. Get a job, and ignore the bullshit we post on Facebook LIKE
EVERYBODY ELSE!
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Student Completes Capstone of Making Bed in the Morning
By Hannah Leigh
**Due to political correctness, all names have been changed					
As all students are forced to cut their semester short due to COVID-19, nobody is more upset than the seniors
finishing their last semester of college. Josh, a senior from New York City, says “I don’t understand, I just want to
have a good senior year, who cares if we get corona.” Rachel, a junior studying in London says, “My friend gave
me some of her corona, and it was really good. I want to go to the club and get some more.”			
However, nobody’s life was more changed than Steven’s. Steven was a biology major in his senior year. “I was
planning on creating something really meaningful and biological, you know?” Now that Steven no longer has
access to the laboratory at school, he has decided to change paths. “I thought, why not use creative thought to
come up with a feasible capstone.”
Steven’s new capstone is making his bed in the morning. “Every day I get up, tuck the corners in, it looks like
nobody slept there.” I caught up with Steven’s parents over zoom, and his dad started to cry, “It feels like just the
other day our little boy was moving into Jonsson Tower freshman year. Now, he’s a man.”			
Steven plans to go to graduate school when the world opens up again. He plans to send in a video of himself
learning how to clear a table.
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12 Ways My Parents Are Making My Home as
Close to School as Possible
by Jenna Lucash

What the Fuck is Going on Down
There?: A Guest Editorial From God
By Justin Rizzi

1. I’m only allowed to speak to them from 9:40 -11:00 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, and if I want to see them outside of
that I have to schedule a meeting on canumeet.com

HEAVEN- Holy shit, guys, this time you’ve really
done it. You think that after 6 million years,
humans would know how to handle themselves,
but no, I turn around for two minutes to handle
some personal business and suddenly the world
is being taken over by some virus?

2. They answer all my questions with other questions
3. They release 4 stink bugs into my room every day
4. They smoke a pound of weed then sit down just a little too
close to me in the middle of zoom class
5. They’ve somehow figured out a way to make the dryer
non-functional whenever I try to do laundry
6. I’m not allowed in the kitchen between 4 and 5 pm
7. When they do make food for me, it’s only things I can’t eat.
8. If I don’t want to starve I have to risk my life buying microwaveable meals from the grocery store
9.My food WILL be eaten if I don’t put my name on it
They activate the smoke alarm once a month at 3 am just to
keep me on my toes
10. They take 20 minute showers in my bathroom then spend
another 20 minutes standing there, butt naked with the door
unlocked
11. They no longer tell me to clean my room, now they just
put passive aggressive sticky notes on my door
12. All of a sudden they’re locking the liquor cabinet again
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I was there to handle Zika and Ebola for you,
but this is just getting ridiculous. You know how
many people are praying that they don’t get this
virus? It’s all I fucking hear anymore. Nobody at
all is asking me if I’m safe and healthy. You know
what’s better than praying? Just wash your hands!
When I created you all, I had faith that I would
be able to relax and let you do all the work, but
it’s clear to me you aren’t ready for that kind of
responsibility. You guys are on your own on this
one, at least until I decide to get the flood ready
and put you incompentent disappointments out
of your misery.
You Know What, I’m Having a Lot
of Fun, Let’s Just Make This
an Annual Thing
By Margaret Limone
No, seriously, guys. For real. I mean I’m really
thriving. I love not seeing my friends or anyone,
actually, besides my parents for a month and a
half. I love being woken up by my mother at 9
a.m. for absolutely no reason every morning as if
I was in eighth grade. And all of my classes being
on knock-off facetime? Huge fan. I love, too,
smoking shitty weed out my childhood bedroom
window, sitting in the same bed I’ve slept in since
kindergarten, my stuffed animals staring at me
as I absolutely desecrate the one true space of
innocence left in my life. Yeah, this is great. Let’s
do it all again next year. Fuck you.

Student Flabbergasted That Liberal Arts School He Attends That is Located in a
Former Sundown Town is a Systemically Racist Institution
By Will Kertzman
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY – This past year, racism was the hot topic on Skidmore’s campus for a surprising
reason to some of the student body. Some students who came to Skidmore, a school that’s student body is about
as white as rye bread or the music of Danny Elfman, were shocked to learn that this school is systemically racist.
How could it be, that a school located in Upstate New York, in a former sundown town, where lawn jockeys line
the streets, and where 92.5% of residents are white is a home to a school that shows indifference to what POC
students are saying? The question is just about as tough to answer as the racism is to justify.
We spoke with one student who was having trouble with the realization that Skidmore College might not be at
Hamilton-level diversity the way he’d always thought it was. He said, “I chose to go to liberal arts school because
I wanted to be exposed to different points of view and also so that I would be able to dress like a cobbler for four
years in a judgment-free zone while getting a degree in East Asian Studies. But I just can’t believe that Skidmore
would be systemically racist, I mean Trevor Noah just gave a talk here. But now, my eyes are wide open.”
It’s hard to know what will come of this recent realization, only time will tell if students accept this hard and
painful truth, or if they pretend to accept it and continue to act like there’s nothing we can do to address it.

Op-Ed: It’s Time to Stop Licking Our
Cashier’s Hands
By Margaret Limone

Feminist Win! North Korea’s Next
Brutal Dictator is a Total Girlboss
By Justin Rizzi

Before you completely disregard this, just hear me
out.

PYONGYANG -- Wow, here’s some good news! Following an unsuccessful heart surgery last week, North
Korean dictator Kim Jong-un is rumored to be dead,
leaving his sister, Kim Yo-jong, the next member of
the Kim family in line for the position of Supreme
Leader in the communist state.

I know better than most how important little rituals like this are in daily life. And believe me, I never
thought I would be someone advocating an end to
something as simple and ingrained in our lives as licking each and every one of our cashier’s fingers after
getting change.
But due to recent developments, I feel as though we
have no choice but to alter certain practices that we
have become so accustomed to. I hear you: “why
should these unfortunate circumstances force us to
disregard centuries of etiquette and, possibly, one of
the few joys left in life?” I understand your concern.
But if we are ever to beat this thing, we have to make
sacrifices. With small changes like this, we’ll flatten
the curve of finger herpes.

You read that right, Kim Yo-jong is his sister, which
would make her North Korea’s first female Supreme
Leader. Move over, men, it’s time for the women to
take charge!
From here on out, when the North Korean population
is slaughtered en masse by military or police forces,
those forces will be under the direction of a boss-ass
bitch who gives no shit! Talk about a woman who
doesn’t take no for an answer! In North Korea, those
“no’s” will be coming from the mouths of mothers
across the nation, forced to have their pregnancies
terminated, or watching their children be sold into
slavery, and you could thank Kim Yo-jong, whose
eyebrows will be on fleek as she does it!
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Skidmo Daily
horoscopes
Capricorn
You’re a hard worker, and deserve to do something for
yourself. Buy a pound of weed. For self-care.
Aquarius
You’re not going to get a Skid Missed Connection, and
it’s because you don’t deserve one.

Sagittarius
Try something new this week, do something spontaneous and wild. Don’t ask me what though, I can’t be
bothered to think of anything.

Taurus
Your lucky numbers this week are your social security
number. Be sure to post them everywhere for good
Pisces
Look for internships in communication design. It’s just luck.
running company instagram pages anyway.
Gemini
Don’t do your homework this week. It will only dampAries
Take time to get in touch with yourself. Especially that en your heart chakras or whatever.
weird patch of skin on your elbow. Get in touch with
Cancer
it, touch it.
Prior actions may or may not result in a payoff soon.
Expect good or bad news within the next week.
Libra
You have coronavirus.
Leo
Tell a Sociology major you love them. It may be your
Scorpio
only chance, Kevin.
You will find true love this week. They will be in your
Intermediate Spanish class.
Virgo
Prepare for the worst, and you should also probably
expect it too at this point.
Can you get Freshman
Timmy to the Lax House?
Good thing COVID-19 is over, or
else it might be risky for people to
gather in large groups!
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If I Have to Wear A Mask How Will People Know That My Entire Personality Is
Having a Septum Piercing?
By Ian Chorlian
As I donned the medical face mask that my mom told me I needed to wear every time I plan to leave the house, I
realized that the real tragedy of this pandemic would not be the lives lost nor the impending economic recession,
but the loss of the image that I have cultivated for myself.
It felt like I had waited centuries for my eighteenth birthday-- the day that I was finally able to get my septum
pierced. I could feel the anticipation in the air, fully aware that this would be one of the most defining experiences of my life. This change would take me from being a suburban teenage girl with no personality or memorable
traits, to being an edgy nonconformist. Finally everyone will know that I’m not like other girls without me ever
having to tell them.
Now I am forced to confront what must be the greatest upset of my life trajectory up until this point, and I’m
sure that I am not suffering alone. The hard work that I have dedicated to the cause of projecting an unearned
image of myself into the world has been for naught. I will need to come to terms with the fact that beneath this
mask lies my greatest asset and, while wearing it, I am no different than other girls.
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Anti-Mask Student From Florida Perplexed by The Basic Concept of “The
Greater Good”
By Will Kertzman
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY – Over the weekend,
freshman Darius Paysview of Apalachicola, Florida
had a real doozy of a day, he was forced to reckon
with the idea that there are people other than him in
the world and his actions affect them whether he intends them to or not. This was brought to Paysview’s
attention when he was caught not wearing a mask in
Case Center. When asked if he could put one on, he
responded in a chided fashion with, “why? Unlike you
I’m not a sheep, I think for myself!” When the person
responded with, “It’s not about you, it’s about doing
what’s best for the greater good,” to which Paysview
responded “the what?”
This set off a long exchange which started with the
person saying, “the greater good, like doing what’s
best for everyone rather than just doing what feels
good for you.” Paysview then responded with, “I
don’t understand what that means. Everyone? What
does that have to do with being a sheep?” This exchange continued for a while, even climaxing at one
point with Paysview asking, “hold on hold on, I still
don’t understand this ‘greater good’ thing, how can a
good be greater if it’s just good? Wouldn’t it then be
a great?” At the end of the day, Paysview’s semantics
won him a decisive victory over adhering to basic
public health measures. He is currently in quarantine.
I’m Getting Way too into Cottagecore
this Quarantine
By Margaret Limone
Is it just me? I hope not. Honestly it’s becoming kind
of a problem. The other day when another tinder girl
sent me a paragraph about moving in together in a
little cottage in the country and baking bread and collecting flowers and generally living out every pastoral
witchy sapphic’s dream, this time I almost said yes.
I’m starting to get scared for myself. I keep putting
blush on my nose? And making things with honey??
And I definitely called one of my friends a “sweet
bean” the other day??? Oh, God. Please help me.
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Top Five Ways to Get Revenge on an Ex
During Quarantine
By Justin Rizzi
1. Cough on their things, and then return them
The returning-of-the-things can be one of the most
difficult parts of the end of a relationship. Luckily,
during quarantine, there is a way to make this painful
ritual a little more thrilling. Simply cough on your
ex’s sweatshirt and then leave it outside their door. If
you’re an asymptomatic carrier, they’ll be infected in
no time!
2.Use photos of them as toilet paper
Ah, we really can kill two birds with one stone with
this one, can’t we? A global pandemic has left the
country with a toilet paper shortage, and your ex has
left your heart completely shattered, unable to be
healed. By using old pictures of them as toilet paper,
you can take care of your business while symbolically
shitting on the person who fucked up your life.
3. Give them a computer virus
In these complicated times, it seems like our entire
lives have become virtual. That’s why there’s no better
time to send your ex a computer virus as a revenge
tactic! Miss the good old days where mass quantities of people would fall for computer viruses sent
as email attachments? It’s the perfect combination of
nostalgic and timely!
4. Use their nudes as your Zoom background
Finally, revenge porn for the modern world! After a
breakup, you may find yourself wondering just what
you can do with the extensive backlog of nude photos
you have of your ex. An innovative solution is to use
them as your Zoom background! That’s the last time
they’ll break your heart!
5. Date their mom
Not quarantine-specific, but always a great idea!
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